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T
he technology for generating and detect-
ing electromagnetic waves has evolved 
significantly over the last 120 years. In 
the early 1890s, Guglielmo Marconi used 
a spark-gap transmitter to build a wire-

less telegraphy system. In his design, he charged a 
capacitor to a high dc voltage and connected it to 
a parallel combination of an inductor, a second ca-
pacitor, and an antenna through an air gap. In this 
configuration, when the dc voltage of the first ca-
pacitor reaches the breakdown voltage of the gap, 
the air in the gap ionizes and reduces the resistance 
across the gap. This results in a large step voltage 
applied to the parallel combination of the inductor, 
second capacitor, and the antenna and converts the 
dc energy stored in the first capacitor to a damped 
oscillation at a low megahertz range that is radiated 
from the antenna. Marconi’s design used the spark 
gap as a fast high-voltage switch. The technology for 
generating electromagnetic waves then evolved fur-
ther with the invention of vacuum tubes in the mid-
1920s. Vacuum tubes enabled oscillatory signals to 

be amplified in the megahertz range and provided 
enough bandwidth for transferring audio signals.

At the start of World War II, the radar application of 
electromagnetic waves received significant attention. 
Major resources were allocated for developing pulsed 
radars in the microwave range to locate war planes by 
measuring the round-trip travel time of the electro-
magnetic pulses. In addition, the time-domain signa-
ture of the reflected pulses was analyzed to identify 
different types of aircraft. In this application, shorter 
pulses are preferred because the reflection of a short 
pulse from different parts of an aircraft arrives in dif-
ferent times, making it easier to identify the object.

Electromagnetic Wave Technology Today
During the second half of the 20th century, spurred by 
the birth of transistors and integrated circuits, the cost 
of producing electromagnetic signals in the gigahertz 
range was greatly reduced. This resulted in the birth 
of cellular networks for consumer applications. Due to 
the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) nature of cellular links 
and the high-frequency dependency of NLOS links, 
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the communication channels were separated in the 
frequency domain to minimize interference among 
multiple users. In a rich-scattering NLOS channel, 
where the bandwidth of a single user is much smaller 
than the aggregate bandwidth of the entire network, it 
is easier to separate the users in the frequency domain. 
This is because a user can filter out the signals gener-
ated by other users in the frequency domain and does 
not need to receive any feedback from other users to 
demodulate its own  signal.

Over the past decade, there has been a significant 
shift toward millimeter (mm)-wave and terahertz 
frequencies due to advances in source/detector tech-
nologies and the rapidly rising demand for wireless 
data [1]–[5]. In addition to high-speed wireless com-
munication, other applications enabled by mm-wave 
and terahertz frequencies include high-resolution 
three-dimensional (3-D) imaging radars for security 
monitoring and autonomous driving, miniaturized 
radars for gesture detection and touchless smart-
phones, spectrometers for explosive detection and 
gas sensing, precision time/frequency transfer, and 
wireless synchronization of widely spaced arrays. In 
addition, secure line-of-sight (LOS) communication 
(directional modulation) is enabled by joint spatial 
coding through widely spaced transmitters. Figure 1 
illustrates some of these applications and the efforts 
made over the past decade to push the required tech-
nologies to higher frequencies.

Electromagnetic waves in the mm-wave and tera-
hertz frequencies and their source/detector technolo-
gies have several key differences versus their RF and 
microwave counterparts. First, mm-wave and tera-
hertz waves experience a high loss in NLOS environ-
ments. In these frequencies, the transmitters produce 
a highly directive laser-like beam that travels in a LOS 
path to a receiver (or to an object) but suffers a high 
loss in a NLOS channel. Second, due to the small size 
of the antennas and low power levels, a large number 
of coherent transmit elements is required to boost the 
power and increase the effective aperture size while 
enabling broadband electronic beamsteering. Third, 
the fundamental oscillators in the mm-wave and tera-
hertz ranges lack the required frequency stability and 
suffer from high phase noise due to the low gain of 
the transistors in the mm-wave and terahertz ranges. 
To lock these oscillators to a stable reference signal at 
a low frequency, a power-consuming phase lock loop 
equipped with many divider stages is required.

To address these issues and support a large data 
rate (several hundred gigabits per second) over a prac-
tical LOS distance (e.g., 100 m), one needs to build a 
large array of tightly synchronized transmitters and 
receivers that can produce signals with instantaneous 
bandwidth exceeding 100 GHz. One approach to 
address this challenge is to produce pulses with dura-
tions of a few picoseconds and perform amplitude 

modulation to achieve the required data rate. In this 
approach, beamsteering can be accomplished merely 
by introducing time delay in the transmitted pulses.

Currently, the most common technique for produc-
ing and detecting broadband pulses is to use a femto-
second laser. However, laser-based systems are bulky, 
have low repetition rates, and require a sensitive opti-
cal alignment to operate. To mitigate this issue, one 
needs to design a fully electronic, laser-free method for 
producing and detecting picosecond pulses. Toward 
this goal, in this article we report multiple picosecond 
source/detector technologies based on laser-free, fully 
electronic integrated circuits. The reported picosecond 
source technologies can produce a frequency comb 
exceeding 1 THz, which is five times higher than the 
fT  of the transistor used in the circuit [6]. The pro-

duced terahertz tones have a line width of better than 
2 Hz, which can be used for precision time/frequency 
transfer and localization [6]. The generated picosecond 
pulses have a timing jitter of better than 200 fs, enabling 
depth sensing accurate to 60 mn  or better. The detec-
tors equipped with on-chip antennas are designed to 
capture the picosecond pulses and, by extracting their 
amplitude and repetition frequency, enable wireless 
synchronization of a large mm-wave array [7].

Picosecond Sources

Laser-Based Techniques
Picosecond pulses are traditionally generated with a 
femtosecond laser and a photo-conductive antenna 
(PCA). The procedure requires biasing two electrodes 
of a PCA with a dc voltage, thereby generating an elec-
tric field on a semiconducting material. Although no 
current flows in the absence of optical illumination, an 
ultrashort (~100 fs) optical pulse generates electrons and 
holes, which produce a current due to the electric field. 
Because of the small transition region (a few microns) 
and the short transport time, this technique can generate 
subpicosecond pulses. As illustrated in Figure 2, laser 
excitation of a PCA generates broadband picosecond 
radiation with frequencies reaching above 1 THz [35].

Broadband radiation can be detected by a similar 
method. In this case, a femtosecond laser pulse is used 
to sample an incoming terahertz beam at the center of a 
PCA antenna. The spectroscopy based on this method 
of applying a femtosecond laser with source/detector 

Over the past decade, there has been 
a significant shift toward millimeter-
wave and terahertz frequencies 
due to advances in source/detector 
technologies and the rapidly rising 
demand for wireless data.
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PCAs is referred to as terahertz time-domain spectros-
copy (THz-TDS). A conventional THz-TDS system has 
several drawbacks. It requires a bulky and expensive 

laser. It also needs a time-consuming optical align-
ment. The laser has a low repetition rate ( ),100 MHz<  
which translates to a low average radiated power 
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Figure 1. Examples of millimeter-wave and terahertz technologies and their applications. 5G: fifth-generation; UWB: 
ultrawide-band; Tx: transmitter; Rx: receiver; TRx: transceiver.
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( ) .1 W+ n  Conventional THz-TDS systems use a single 
source and a single detector and provide no beam-
steering capability; to generate images, one must move 
the object mechanically. Capturing the entire pulse 
requires a mechanical delay line to vary the time of 
the sampling. The slow speed of the mechanical delay 
line translates into a slow acquisition speed. 

An alternative solution to the mechanical delay line 
is a two-laser system with a frequency offset. A slight 
difference in the repetition rate of the two lasers is used 
to shift the sampling window. This setup removes the 
bulky mechanical line, but at the expense of an extra 
laser. To overcome these disadvantages, a laser-free, 
fully electronic approach for generating and detecting 
picosecond pulses is required.

Laser-Free, Fully Electronic Terahertz Sources
To conduct terahertz spectroscopy and generate high-
resolution 3-D radar images, ultrashort pulses with 
broad frequency spectra are required. Several recent 
publications have reported silicon-based broadband 
signal radiation with pulsewidth shorter than 50 ps. The 
following sections review some of these techniques.

Oscillator-Based Continuous Wave Designs
Impulses can be generated by switching voltage-
controlled oscillators (VCOs). However, simply 
switching a conventional VCO that has a symmet-
ric topology will induce phase-ambiguity problems. 
To mitigate this issue, an asymmetric cross-coupled 
VCO is proposed in [26]. The asymmetric VCO can 
produce impulses with a deterministic starting phase 
that is locked to an input trigger. In an asymmetric 
cross-coupled pair, the size of one transistor is larger 
than the other, which causes a deterministic initial 
condition. A prototype chip is implemented in a 130-nm 
silicon germanium (SiGe) bipolar junction comple-
mentary metal-oxide–semiconductor (BiCMOS) 
process technology that uses a 30-GHz asymmetric 
VCO and an on-chip antenna (Figure 3). The chip can 
radiate impulses with a full-width-at-half-maximum 
(FWHM) parameter of 60 ps. The radiated impulses 
have a root mean square (RMS) jitter of 178 fs. Fig-
ure 4 demonstrates spatial-impulse combining that 
uses two of these chips. The measured combined 
impulse waveform is almost identical to the algebraic 
summation of the two impulses radiated by the two 
individual impulse radiators.

Direct Digital-to-Impulse
An 8-ps impulse radiator reported in [33] is based on 
an oscillatorless direct digital-to-impulse (D2I) topol-
ogy. In this design, magnetic energy is stored in a 
broadband, phase-linear antenna carrying a dc cur-
rent. A fast current switch abruptly releases the stored 
magnetic energy, transferring the rising/falling edge 
of a digital input trigger into an impulse radiation.

Figure 5 shows the block diagram and schematic of 
the 8-ps D2I impulse radiator. In this circuit, a digital 
trigger signal with a rise time of 120 ps arrives at the 
input of the chip. A series of digital buffers reduces the 
rise time of the signal to 30 ps and sends it to a power 
amplifier for further amplification. A broadband slot 
bow-tie antenna designed to radiate ultrashort impulses 
is connected to a bipolar switch. When the switch is in 
its ON position, a dc current energizes the antenna; when 
the power amplifier turns the switch to OFF, the current 
stored in the antenna radiates ultrashort impulses that 
are coherent with the digital trigger. A transmission-
line-based pulse-matching network maximizes the 
energy of each impulse while minimizing its duration. 
Figure 6 reports the 8-ps pulses radiated by the chip, 
and Figure 7 shows a micrograph of the chip, which 
occupies an area of . .0 55 0 85mm mm#  fabricated in a  
130-nm SiGe BiCMOS process. The chip radiates 
impulses with peak effective isotropic radiated power 
(EIRP) of 20 mW.

The D2I architecture offers several key advantages 
over oscillator-based continuous wave designs.

1.
51

 m
m

1.89 mm

Bow-Tie Antenna

PA

Digital Buffer

Asymmetric
VCO

Figure 3. A micrograph of a chip with an oscillator-based 
impulse generator [26]. PA: power amplifier. 

Femtosecond Laser

Semiconductor Substrate

Silicon Lens

Terahertz Pulse Radiation

Figure 2. The terahertz pulse radiation with a femtosecond 
laser and a PCA.
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 • The broadband pulse covers a wide range of fre-
quencies, making it an ideal candidate for tera-
hertz spectroscopy and 3-D imaging radar.

 • Because the starting time of the impulse synchronizes
with the rise time of the input trigger signal, the starting 
time can be controlled by delaying the trigger signal.
This unique characteristic used in an array configura-
tion delivers a major advantage, making it possible
to achieve broadband beamsteering by delaying the
 trigger signal. In this design, all frequency components 
of the pulse experience exactly the same time delay.

 • When a stable low-frequency clock generates the
trigger signal periodically, the radiated signal
forms an impulse train with a repetition frequency
that equals the clock frequency, resulting in a fre-
quency-comb spectrum suitable for broadband
terahertz spectroscopy.
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Figure 5. The schematic of the direct D2I radiator [33].

Figure 6. The time-domain waveform of an 8-ps radiated 
pulse [33].
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To increase the radiated 
power and gain beamsteer-
ing capability, an array of 
impulse radiators is used. An 
aperture created by a coher-
ent impulse radiator array with  
N-elements can improve the re -
ceived power by a factor of .N2  
Moreover, the point where all 
the pulses combine coherently 
can be changed by merely vary-
ing the delays on each radiator. 
As shown in Figure 8, a 4 4#  
array was fabricated where the 
impulses from each element 
are coherently combined in air 
[28]. In this 4 4#  array, a single 
trigger signal is fed to the chip 
and routed to 16 radiators in an 
H-tree scheme. In addition, a 
digitally programmable delay 
block is used at each element to align the radiated pulses 
in the space with accuracy of 200 fs. This chip produces 
14-ps pulses with peak EIRP of 17 dBm. The chip was 
implemented in a 65-nm bulk CMOS process technology 
and occupies an area of 3.3 mm  2.0 mm.

To reduce the duration of the radiated pulses to 4 ps, 
the technique of nonlinear Q-switching impedance 
(NLQSI) is reported in [31]. In this method, the NLQSI 
element passes the positive pulse to the antenna, 
but, to avoid ringings and reduce the pulse duration, 
it changes the quality factor of the tank when the 
pulse becomes negative. This method enables gen-
eration and radiation of impulses with a FWHM of  
4 ps. Figure 9 shows the time-domain pulses radiated 
by the chip measured using a novel laser-sampling 
method [31]. The impulse radiator radiates 4-ps pulses 
with a signal-to-noise ratio 12  bandwidth of more than  
160 GHz. This chip allows amplitude reconfiguration 
capability using a four-way on-chip inductive impulse 
combining scheme. This chip is fabricated in a 130-nm 
SiGe BiCMOS process and occupies an area of 1 mm2. 
A micrograph of the chip is shown in Figure 10.

To further increase the power and reduce the dura-
tion of the radiated pulses, a 4 2#  SiGe BiCMOS D2I 
chip is reported in [6]. The chip is equipped with a pro-
grammable delay block at each element and radiates 
pulses with FWHM of 5.4 ps and peak EIRP of 1 W. 
Figure 11 shows a micrograph of the chip. The chip is 
fabricated in a 90-nm SiGe BiCMOs technology and 
occupies an area of 1.6 mm × 1.5 mm.

Picosecond Detectors

High-Speed Sampling with Optical Methods
Currently, the most common technique to sample a 
picosecond signal is via photoconductive detection 

with a femtosecond laser and a PCA. The laser pro-
duces 100-fs optical pulses to generate electron–hole 
pairs with a short (~1-ps) lifetime at the center of 
the PCA. These electron–hole pairs interact with  

Figure 7. A micrograph of the chip for the D2I radiator [33].
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the electric field of the incoming wave to generate 
dc current. Because the lifetime of the electron–hole 
pairs is ~1 ps, they can support a picosecond sampler. 
Although these systems have a large effective band-
width (hundreds of gigahertz), the repetition rate of 
their femtosecond laser ( 1001  MHz) limits their sam-
pling rate. Thus, the technique of sampling terahertz 
pulses with a femtosecond laser and a PCA is a sub-
sampling method. Furthermore, these systems require 
an expensive laser, sensitive optical alignment, and a 
mechanical delay line to scan the sampling time with 
steps of smaller than 100 fs.

Laser-Free Fully Electronic Samplers

High-Speed Sampler
A silicon-based ultrawide-band sampler operating at 
hundreds of giga-samples per second would be an ideal 
receiver for pulse-based systems. However, many chal-
lenges must be overcome before such sampler is real-
ized. One major challenge is the parasitic leakages in 
high-input frequencies; another is the poor efficiency of 
the gain stages in a terahertz regime. 

To address the challenge of parasitic leakage from the 
input to the holding capacitor, a novel active cancellation 
technique is reported in [36]. A conventional sample-and-
hold or track-and-hold architecture uses a transistor as a 
sampling switch. Ideally, this transistor should have very 
low impedance in the sample/track mode and very high 
impedance in the hold mode. However, in high-input fre-
quencies, the isolation of the sampling transistor decreases 
rapidly. The parasitic Cgs and Cgd capacitances provide 
an additional path for the signal to leak to the holding 
capacitor. This leakage corrupts the voltage in the hold-
ing capacitor and reduces the performance of the sampler. 
In the active cancellation architecture introduced in [36] 
to mitigate the parasitic leakage, a dummy transistor is 
added in parallel to the sampling transistor. The dummy 
transistor is always in OFF mode and is fed with a signal 
that is complementary to the input signal. During the 
hold mode, the sampling transistor injects charge on the 
holding capacitor due to the parasitic leakage. At the same 

time, the dummy transistor, 
fed with a negative copy of the 
input signal, injects a canceling 
charge on the holding capaci-
tor. Because the charge injected 
by the dummy transistor is 
the negative of that injected by 
the sampling transistor, they 
cancel each other and mitigate 
the parasitic leakage. This is 
illustrated in Figure 12. Fig-
ure 13 shows that enabling the 
method of active cancellation 
can increase the isolation by 

30 dB2  at 1 GHz. Figure 14 
shows the micrograph of the 
chip that employs active can-
cellation during sampling. The 
chip was fabricated in a 45-nm 
CMOS–silicon-on-insulator 
(SOI) process and occupies an 
area of 0.13 mm2 [36].

To address the challenge 
of sampling tens of gigahertz 
of bandwidth, frequency-
interleaved sampling archi-
tectures have been reported 
[37], [38]. Even though these 
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samplers are able to operate in a broader range of input 
frequencies, they suffer from a number of challenges, 
including aliasing, frequency spurs, and down-con-
version frequency mismatch.

In many applications such as high-speed wire-
less communication and 3-D imaging radar, a pico-
second receiver is required to measure the energy of 
the pulse. By measuring the energy of the picosecond 
pulse, it is possible to perform amplitude modulation 
and generate 200 Gb/s of information. For example, 
the 4-ps pulses reported in [31] can be interleaved 
in time by using multiple pulse radiators synchro-
nized with each other. By applying 10-ps spacing 
between pulses and adding 2 b of amplitude modula-
tion per pulse, it is possible to generate 200 Gb/s of  
information. Energy detec-
tors recover both the energy 
of the pulse and its time of 
arrival. These two quantities 
are required to build a high-
resolution 3-D imaging radar, 
as reported in the section 
“Experiments in 3-D Radar 
Imaging, Gas Spectroscopy, 
Secure Communication, and 
Precision Time Transfer.” 

In addition to wireless 
communication and imaging 
radars, energy detectors can 
be used in time/frequency 
transfer links. In this applica-
tion, picosecond pulses are 
radiated with a repetition 

rate equal to the frequency of a clock that needs to be 
transferred. On the receiver part, an energy detector 
generates a clock signal by capturing the pulses and 
measuring their repetition rate. The following section 
explains how an energy detector based on self-mixing 
can be used to extract the repetition frequency of a 
picosecond impulse train.

Self-Mixing Receiver
An impulse receiver based on a self-mixing technique 
was reported in [7]. The receiver detects picosecond 
impulses and extracts their repetition rate with a low 
timing jitter. Ultrashort pulses captured by the receiving 
antenna have a broadband frequency-comb spectrum, in 
which the center frequency is determined by the pulse-
width. The repetition rate of these pulses sets the spac-
ing between every two adjacent frequency tones. When 
the frequency comb is passed through a nonlinear block, 
different frequency tones mix with each other and pro-
duce the repetition tone at the output. A single bipolar 
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capacitances Cgs and Cgd provide an alternate path for 
the input signal to couple to the sampling capacitor. (b) 
A sampling switch with active cancellation. A dummy 
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transistor, biased at its most nonlinear region, is used as 
the mixer. The rest of the architecture includes an input 
amplifier chain at 50 GHz, a low-pass filter to remove the 
high-frequency feedthrough, and baseband amplifiers to 
amplify the main tone of the repetition rate with a tun-
able center frequency of 2–10 GHz. A broadband on-chip 
bow-tie antenna was also implemented to detect ultra-
short pulses. The receiver was fabricated in a 130-nm 
SiGe BiCMOS process; a micrograph of the chip is shown 
in Figure 15.

Experiments in 3-D Radar Imaging,  
Gas Spectroscopy, Secure Communication, 
and Precision Time Transfer
Here, we report on a few applications of pulse-based 
systems and demonstrate how the pulse sources/
detectors can be used to produce high-resolution 3-D 
radar images, identify gas molecules based on their 
terahertz spectrum, establish a secure wireless com-
munication, and transfer time with an accuracy of bet-
ter than 100 fs.

3-D Radar Imaging
In a pulse-based imaging system, an array of radar 
transmitters fires pulses such that they arrive at a 
desired location in 3-D space at the same time. When 
an object is in that location, the combined pulses pro-
duce a strong reflection. An array of pulse receivers 

synchronized with the transmitter array is used to 
detect these reflections and calculate the location of 
the object in a 3-D space. 

To demonstrate this concept, a synthetic aperture 
is formed by a 9 × 9 array. A single radiator is moved 
to 81 locations, and a sampling oscilloscope con-
nected to a custom printed circuit board antenna is 
used to capture the impulses reflected from multiple 
objects. With a grid spacing of 5 mm, an effective 
aperture size of 4 cm × 4 cm is achieved. As shown 
in Figure 16, the whole imaging system consists of 
an impulse-radiating chip, a two-dimensional (2-D) 
travel stage, a custom-designed impulse-receiving 
antenna, and a sampling oscilloscope [26].

A four-step methodology is applied to perform 3-D 
imaging using a synthetic impulse-radiating array. As 
illustrated in Figure 17, the synthetic array is located 
on the XY plane.

Capturing Reflected Waveforms
A 2-D traveling stage moves the impulse radiator to 
construct a synthetic array. At the location of each ele-
ment, the reflected waveforms from the targets are 
captured by the receiver antenna and then saved for 
further digital signal processing. After completing 
data acquisition at a fixed location, the 2-D traveling 
stage moves the impulse radiator to the location of the 
next element; then, the same data-acquisition opera-
tion is performed until a complete synthetic array  
is formed.

Beamforming Through  
Post-Processing at the Receiver
The impulses radiated from different elements in 
the synthetic array travel different distances to a cer-
tain point P  (x, y, z) in the 3-D space. Therefore, the 
radiated impulses from all elements in the synthetic 
array can be aligned at point P  when the appropri-
ate time delays are added to the radiated impulses. 
Alternatively, these delays can be added at the 
receiver during post-processing. In our experiment, 
because a synthetic transmitter array is used, beam-
forming is done by post-processing the received 
waveforms [26].

Time-Domain Processing
Based on time-of-flight information, the received 
waveforms reflected from point P  are filtered in time 
and saved. The image-pixel intensity of point P  is cho-
sen as the maximum amplitude of the saved waveform. 
As demonstrated in Figure 17(c), if there is no object at 
point ,P  the image-pixel intensity of point P  is a negli-
gible number (noise) because no reflection happens at 
point .P  If there is an object at point ,P  the image-pixel 
intensity of point P  becomes a large number propor-
tional to the reflection coefficient of an object located 
in point .P
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Amplifier
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Filter
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1.
35

 m
m
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Figure 15. A micrograph of the chip for the fabricated 
impulse receiver [7]. LNA: low-noise amplifier.

In a pulse-based imaging system,  
an array of radar transmitters fires 
pulses such that they arrive at  
a desired location in 3-D space  
at the same time.
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Producing 3-D Images
As shown in Figure 17(d), a 2-D cross section can be 
generated by scanning point P  on an image plane, 
which is defined as a finite XY plane with a fixed Z  
coordinate. The 3-D images are generated by varying 
the value of the Z  coordinate of the image plane.

Several objects are used to demonstrate the capa-
bility of the 3-D imaging array. These objects include 
a small cylindrical aluminum foil, two spaced cylin-
drical aluminum foils, and a large ring covered by an 
aluminum foil. The chip in [26] emits 60-ps impulses 
with a repetition period of 3 ns. The objects are located 
at a distance of 15 cm ( )Z 25 cm=  from the synthetic 
array. By post-processing the received waveforms 
from 81 locations, 3-D images are generated. As shown 
in Figure 18, at ,Z 20 cm=  no object is detected. At 
Z 25 cm,=  which is the exact Z-coordinate of the 
objects, the produced mm-wave images show the 
object. Unlike prior work [39], [40], these high-resolu-
tion images are produced without using any lenses  
or reflectors.

Gas Spectroscopy
Terahertz spectroscopy using frequency combs has 
become an effective technique for identifying gas 

molecules [41], [42]. This technique can be used to detect  
the absorption lines in gasses caused by transitions 
between rotational states in the terahertz spectral range. 
In this experiment, a frequency comb is produced by a 
train of 5.4-ps impulses. Then, the repetition rate of the 
impulse train is varied to sweep the frequency tones 
and perform broadband terahertz gas spectroscopy [43]. 
Figure 19 illustrates a setup used for performing gas 
spectroscopy. In this experiment, a D2I chip as shown in 
Figure 11 radiates 5.4-ps impulses and a Virginia Diodes 
harmonic mixer (WR-1.5) coupled with a Keysight signal 
analyzer (N9030A) is used to receive the impulses. Fig-
ure 20 shows the absorption spectrum of ammonia gas 
with a 1% concentration in two different pressure levels. 
These results match with the expected absorption line of 
NH3  gas at 572 GHz.

Pulse-Based Secure Communication
In conventional wireless communication systems, 
information is generated by a single transmitter at a 
single location in space. In this case, the information is 
broadcast in space, with directionality defined by the 
directivity of the transmitting antenna. A beamform-
ing technique is used to concentrate power in a spe-
cific region; however, the information is still radiated 
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everywhere in space. An eavesdropper equipped with 
a sensitive receiver looking at one of the side lobes 
of the radiation pattern can still receive signals and 
decode information. To secure the communication 
channel at the physical layer (e.g., an antenna level), 
the concept of near-field direct-antenna modulation 
or directional modulation was introduced [44]–[46]. 
In these schemes, the information was jointly gener-
ated and broadcast by different antennas, such that 
the time-domain signal integrity is preserved at the 

direction of transmission. This prevents an eavesdrop-
per from capturing the transmitted data outside an 
information beamwidth. In these schemes, instead of 
transmitting complete symbols from a single antenna, 
semi-symbols are transmitted from multiple anten-
nas such that they combine to from a complete symbol 
at a specific direction in space. In other words, these 
schemes use joint spatial coding to produce correct 
symbols only at a desired direction in space. This con-
cept is further explained in the next section.
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Figure 17. A 3-D imaging methodology: (a) capture of reflected waveforms, (b) digital beamforming through post-possessing 
at the receiver, (c) time-domain processing, and (d) production of 3-D images.
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Joint Spatial Coding
In an architecture that uses joint spatial coding, mul-
tiple transmitting antennas are tightly synchronized 
at the symbol level to generate information at a single 
point (or direction) in space. A receiver present at this 
point receives the correct transmitted symbol and 
decodes the information. Receivers located at all other 
points in space receive corrupted symbols.

The concept of joint spatial coding is illustrated in 
Figure 21. Let the complete time-domain symbol be 
represented by ( ) .s torig  This complete time-domain 
symbol can be divided into two semi-symbols, ( )s t1  
and ( ),s t2  such that ( ) ( ) ( ) .s t s t s t1 2orig = +  The signal 
( )s t1  is generated by the first transmitter ,Tx1  and ( )s t2  

is generated by the second transmitter .Tx2  Let 1x  and 
2x  be the propagation delays from Tx1  and Tx2  to a 
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point P  in space, respectively. The signal received at 
any point in space is given by ( ) ( ) .s t s t1 1 2 2x x- + -  A 
point P  in space equidistant from these two transmit-
ters will receive the transmitted signal at the same time 
and recover the original transmitted signal ( )s torig  after 
a delay. However, if point P  is not equidistant from all 
the transmitters, their signals will arrive at different 

times and produce a distorted time-domain waveform 
at point .P

Inspired by the aforementioned joint spatial cod-
ing, as shown in Figure 21, Tx1  and Tx2  transmit a 
ramp- modulated impulse train to a receiver that is 
equidistant from the transmitters. For a nonequi-
distant receiver, however, the received data are 
corrupted, which makes pulse-based communica-
tion spatially secure. In this application, the ability 
to produce shorter pulses reduces the information 
beamwidth and makes the channel more secure. In 
Figure 22, the error rate is plotted in an experiment 
where the distance of two transmitters is 120 cm 
and the duration of the radiated pulses is 200 ps. In 
this experiment, an information beamwidth of 4° is 
achieved [47].

Precision Time Transfer and Localization
Traditionally, an energy detector is used to detect 
ultrashort pulses. Most energy detectors are diode-
based and have several drawbacks. These detectors 
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Picosecond generators and 
detectors enable 100+-Gb/s wireless 
communication, high-resolution 3-D 
imaging radars for security monitoring 
and autonomous driving, miniaturized 
radars for gesture detection and 
touchless smartphones, and 
spectrometers for explosive detection 
and gas sensing.
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detect the energy of the input 
signal ir  respective of its shape 
or type, thus making them 
waveform nonselective. More-
over, in these detectors the 
timing accuracy is limited by 
the pulsewidth and not the 
pulse jitter, as illustrated in 
Figure 23. A waveform-selec-
tive, zero-crossing detector is 
reported that uses the main 
zero-crossing of the pulse to 
generate the timing signal 
[30]. In this architecture, the 
incoming signal is divided 
into three paths: the first 
path detects the rising edge 
of the pulse, the second path 
detects the falling edge of 
the pulse, and the third path 
detects all the zero-cross-
i ngs.  A h igh-speed A N D -
gate-equivalent circuitry 
is used to mask all the false 
zero-crossings from the 
main zero-crossi ng.  T h is 
architecture is fabricated in a 130-nm SiGe BiC-
MOS process and used to detect 80 ps with a jit-
ter of less than 100 fs. The chip was also used to 
measure the distance with an accuracy of 30 mn  
[30]. Figure 24 shows the chip micrograph of the 
zero-detectors.

Conclusions
The generation and detection of electromagnetic waves 
have evolved from Marconi’s first spark-gap method 
to today’s state-of-the-art solid-state picosecond pulse 
radiators. Picosecond generators and detectors enable 
wireless communication at 100+ Gb/s, high-resolution 
3-D imaging radars for security monitoring and auton-
omous driving, miniaturized radars for gesture detec-
tion and touchless smartphones, spectrometers for 
explosive detection and gas sensing, precision time/
frequency transfer, wireless synchronization of widely 
spaced arrays, and secure LOS communication. In this 
article, we reviewed some of these applications and 
reported silicon-based sources and detectors capable 
of generating and detecting picosecond pulses with 
high stability.
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